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Abstract: The main distribution frame (MDF) is an important component between the user and
the operator that supplies a telecommunication service and is the only layer in the seven-layer
communication architecture that is not fully automated. In this paper, a cross-connect method
for simulating the rapier picking of a rapier loom (shuttleless loom) is proposed to imitate the
shedding and the picking action to achieve quick switching. Using the designed “shedding device”
and “picking device”, a model prototype of the automatic optical distribution frame (AODF) was
constructed and tested for verification.

Keywords: automatic optical distribution frame (AODF); cross-connect; robot; rapier loom; shedding;
picking; Petri net

1. Introduction

The main distribution frame (MDF) is an important component between external equipment and
the user of a communication network supplied by the operator. The MDF contains a large number of
physical connections and is the only layer in a seven-layer communication architecture that is not fully
automated [1–4]. Traditionally, cross-connections on patch panels are manually installed, but manual
operation is complicated and time-consuming and the possibility of errors exists. Because a large
number of optical fibers are used in communication networks, operators are required to offer high-level
reliability services to customers, quickly resolve line failures, and reduce the costs of operation and
maintenance. Service providers have strict requirements for the automatic optical distribution frame
(AODF) [5–10].

In communications, the AODF is complicated, and although it was proposed quite early on, few
studies have been conducted on its automation [11–16]. Although commercially available AODF
products began to appear on the market in the late 2000s, Fiberzone-Networks [12], Telescent [13],
Teliswitch Solutions [14], and Huawei [15] provide AODF products, but in small quantities because
the current robotic approaches have limitations. Due to the difficulties associated with robotic systems,
many organizations use nonrobotic structures such as microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), beam
steering, the asymmetrical approach, and locking optical coupling technology [17,18].

Fibers are present in the MDF and in looms. A loom is a device that interlaces two sets of yarns
(i.e., warp and weft) to produce fabric [19–23]. Based on the weft insertion device, weaving machines
are divided into shuttle looms and shuttleless looms. The three most popular weaving machines are the
jet, rapier, and projectile types. The rapier loom uses a flexible or rigid rapier as a weft insertion device
to achieve insertion of the weft, and this loom is known for its reliability and performance [24–27].

Previously [28], we proposed a “higher always on top” nonwinding cross-connect method based
on the spatial relationship of noncoplanar lines and proposed the analogy of a rapid switching method
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that imitates the picking of a shuttle. The design of the actuator is complicated due to the small gap
between the fibers in the MDF. Imitation of the initial shedding of the loom and subsequent picking is
better than the simple imitation of the picking of a shuttle, and the requirements for the actuator are
not strict. The relationship between warp and weft threads in a textile from a loom is similar to the
noncoplanar lines’ spatial relationship of a one-dimensional array of input lines and a one-dimensional
array of output lines using a line-match line. In this paper, we propose a cross-connect method that
imitates the rapier loom using rapier picking. Imitation of the shedding action and the picking action
are used to realize quick switching. The shedding action is achieved by the shedding mechanism,
which is the same as forming a shed in a loom. Enlarging the distance between the fibers is beneficial
for the robot switching. Picking acts to insert the weft into the shed so that the warp and weft are
interlaced. We regarded the target patch cord to be connected as a weft and the switching operation as
being similar to the weft insertion, and the robot removes the fiber from the current port and moves
it along a specific path (like the shed) to the target port. We designed a “shedding device” and a
“picking device”, used Petri nets to characterize the workflow of the entire system, and built the virtual
prototype and experimental model for verification [29–35].

2. Cross-Connect Method

The textile industry is a traditional stalwart throughout world industry history, and this
technology dates back thousands of years. Silk fabrics and ramie fabrics unearthed in Zhejiang
Province, China, have a history longer than 4700 years. The loom is a device that interlaces two
sets of yarns to produce a fabric, and the first loom was a shuttle loom. The weft insertion device
is the most important component of the weaving machine, and its type is usually the basis for
classification of the loom. According to the weft insertion method, the loom can be divided into two
categories. The traditional shuttle is used as a weft inserter, and this type of loom is known as a
shuttle loom. The other type includes a series of looms that were invented at the beginning of the
20th century. The weaving machine that introduces the weft yarn from a fixed bobbin into the shed
using a high-speed jet, or a light weft inserter, is known as the shuttleless loom because it does not use
the traditional shuttle, replacing it with air, projectiles, rapiers, and water as the weft insertion media.
The rapier loom is the most widely used shuttleless loom and is high-speed, highly automated, and
produces high-quality products. The weft insertion method of the shuttleless loom varies widely, can
be adapted to the weft insertion of various types of yarns, and offers obvious advantages in multicolor
weft weaving.

The rapier loom uses a flexible or rigid rapier as a weft insertion device to insert the weft and is
known for its reliability and performance. The rapier loom is the most commonly used configuration in
shuttleless looms. The rapier head picks up the filling yarn and takes it through the shed. After reaching
the destination, the empty rapier head returns to pick up the next weft to complete a cycle. Two types
of rapier looms exist: (1) Single rapier looms use a single rigid rapier loom that enters the shed from
one side, picks up the tip of the filling yarn on the other side, and passes it through the loom as it
shrinks, as shown in Figure 1. (2) Double rapier looms are operated by a giver head taking the filling
yarn from the yarn storage from one side of the weaving machine, carrying it to the centre of the
machine, and transferring it to the taker. The taker retracts and brings the filling yarn to the other
side. Similar to a single rapier loom, only half of the rapier movements are used in weft insertion.
The double rapier configuration can be rigid or flexible. In a flexible rapier loom, the rapier loom
has a ribbon structure that can be wrapped around the drum, thus conserving space and allowing a
narrower machine width. Double flexible rapier looms are more common than rigid rapier looms.
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Figure 1. Weaving process diagram for a single rapier loom.

The warp yarn is sent from the weaver’s beam by the feeding mechanism, passes through the
back rest and the drop wires to the harness, penetrates into the heddle eye of the harness according to
a certain law, and passes through the reed that holds the warps at uniform spacing. This element is
designed to beat up the weft thread. The harness is controlled by the shedding mechanism to separate
the warp threads into two warp layers to form a shed. The rapier enters the shed from one side, picks
up the tip of the weft to the other side of the weaving machine, and retracts to complete the weft
insertion. The shed is closed, and during the closing process, the reed pushes the weft yarn to the fell
for beat-up to complete a weaving cycle. In the next weaving cycle, the harness exchange position
interlaces the upper and lower warp yarns to form a new shed.

It can be observed from the process of fabric formation that the lifting rule of the harness
determines the interlacing law of the fabric. In the fabric, all the raised warp yarns are located
above the weft yarn, and all the warp yarns that are not lifted lie under the weft yarn. To interlace
the warp and weft threads, the loom must conduct the following important operations: (1) Shedding
involves the separation of the warps into two sheets, one of which is lifted and the other lowered to
form the shed for the weft insertion. (2) Picking involves the insertion of the weft yarn through the
shed. (3) Beat-up involves the pushing of the inserted weft into the fabric fell. (4) Wrap let-off includes
the delivery of the warp to the formation zone at the required rate and at a suitable constant tension by
unwinding it from the weaver’s beam. (5) Cloth take-up involves the movement of fabric from the
formation zone at a constant rate that ensures the required pick spacing and winding of the fabric onto
a cloth roller.

In our previous study [28], we found that the separated warp threads and the weft thread that
is inserted into the shed are noncoplanar lines, and the process of switching is similar to the picking
process. When the cross-connect is manually performed, the connector is pulled by the fingers and
held by the fingers to pass through the gap between the fibers before it is inserted into the target port.
When the hand passes, the shedding action is automatically completed, and the distance between
the fibers is enlarged so that human fingers can hold the connector through (Figure 2). Based on the
automatic opening of the hand during the cross-connect process, or use of another hand to expand
the gap between the fibers, we propose using the cross-connect method of imitating the rapier weft
insertion of the rapier loom. The connected fiber patch cords are treated as warps, and the target
fiber to be connected is viewed as a weft. The shedding operation is performed using a “shedding
mechanism” to expand the distance between the fibers, and the rapier is applied for weft insertion,
i.e., the robot is used to pull out the target fiber from the current port and insert it into the target port.
The robot exits to complete the “picking” operation, and the shedding mechanism closes the shed to
complete the switching process.
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Figure 2. Manual switching process.

3. Design of the Shedding Mechanism

The shedding action is achieved by a shedding mechanism that causes the warp yarns to layer
up and down to form a shed sufficient for the rapier to pass through. As shown in Figure 1, two
harnesses were used to achieve the shedding action. The warp yarn is divided into upper and lower
layers with the lifting movement of the harness, and viewed from the side, a quadrilateral channel
ABDC is formed in the middle of the two layers of warp yarns (Figure 3), which is the shed. The four
vertices of the quadrilateral ABCD are the fell, the upper harness, the lower harness, and the drop
wires, respectively. The front half of the shed ABC is the working component of the shed, from which
the rapier passes and fills in the weft yarn to complete the warp and weft interlacing.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the shed.

The harness is composed of the outer frames and many heddles. With a hole in the middle in a
side-by-side manner, each warp thread passes through the heddle eye of the corresponding heddle.
Each fiber on the MDF corresponds to a fiber storage container that supplies elastic tension, and each
fiber storage container can be treated as a heddle. The fiber storage containers arranged together can
be viewed as a harness. Figure 4 shows a model of a sequential one-dimensional (1-D) to 1-D form,
and the dotted box on the right side of the figure indicates the fiber storage container, which can be
treated as a heddle eye that passes through the warp.
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We previously [28] described the fibers in the 1-D to 1-D form, which are constructed in a
noncoplanar relationship and are perpendicular to each other, and each fiber moves in its own layer.
As shown in Figure 3, if the port is established on the X-axis of the illustrated coordinate system, it
is easy to determine the plane of any layer where the fiber is located, such as the plane where fiber f
is located:

z =
z f

y f
y (1)

where y f is the Y coordinate of point f and z f is the Z coordinate of point f.
The number of harnesses on the loom and the different lifting sequences of the harness form the

organization of different fabrics, such as a plain weave or a twill weave. The number of harnesses is
determined by the texture, and when the texture is determined, the number of harnesses is determined.
The fiber patch cords that operate on the MDF are random and not known in advance, but only one of
the optical fiber patch cords is operated during the switching operation. To facilitate the operation, the
area where the shedding operation is enlarged is a triangular area located on both sides of the target
optical fiber patch cord. At the same time, the texture formed by the cross-connect is a “nonwinding”
texture, and the two harnesses meet the requirements of the cross-connect. As shown in Figure 4,
if the target fiber for the switching operation is fiber f, the shed is a triangular prism with eFg as a
cross section as shown in Figure 4, the weaving fell is the X-axis, and the corresponding harnesses
are the upper harness formed by the upper fiber storage containers a–e, and the lower harness is
formed by the lower fiber storage containers g–k. If the target fiber is fiber c, the harnesses are a–b and
d–k, respectively.

In the loom, the harness is located on the rear side of the effective shed, on the 1-D to 1-D form
MDF. The harness is also located on the rear side of the effective shed, and the formed shed contains
only the effective portion. The width of the harness in the loom is the width of the weaving fell, which
horizontally covers the width of all of the warp threads. On the 1-D to 1-D form MDF, the fiber storage
containers and the adapter ports side are perpendicular to each other, i.e., the harness and the fell are
vertical, and the position is set according to the needs of the fiber patch cords. Preferably, there are two
forms, and the fiber sequence of Figure 4 is projected onto the plane XOY, as shown in Figure 5. In the
X-axis direction, the position of the fiber storage containers can be set in the middle of the adapter port
side (Figure 5a). It can also be set on one side of the adapter port side (Figure 5b). When the rapier is
used in weft insertion, the weft thread must be moved from one side of the shed to the other. When
the fiber is cross-connected, the rapier robot must also be able to move the fiber from one end of the
adapter ports side to the other, i.e., move from port A to port K. R1 and R2 in Figure 5 represent the
rapier robot in two cases, as can be observed from the figure. It is easy to know:

R1 =
1
2

R2 =
1
4

AK (2)

where R1 is the length of the rapier robot when the fiber storage containers are in the middle, R2 is the
length when the fiber storage containers are on one side, and AK is the length from port A to port K.
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Figure 5. Two positions of the fiber storage containers and the adapters in the X-axis direction. (a) Fiber
storage containers in the middle; (b) fiber storage containers on one side. The following parts are
labeled: (R1) the length of the rapier robot, (R2) the length of the rapier robot.

For the switching operation, the rapier robot moves at the shed and the adapter ports are located
on the fell, i.e., the X-axis, which is also the position the actuator of the robot must reach. As shown
in Figure 6, the dotted line box shows a rapier robot for switching performance, and in the Z-axis
direction, the adapter port is displayed at the middle of the fiber storage containers.
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The shedding mechanism of the AODF was designed according to the position of the adapter
port side and the fiber storage containers, as shown in Figure 7. The shedding mechanism is divided
into upper and lower components, and the two “harnesses” described above are operated separately.
The shedding mechanism operates the harness composed of the fiber storage containers through the
bottom plate of the sliding table and the locking device. When the AODF receives an instruction to
perform switching, the target fiber is determined and the upper and lower shedding mechanisms
simultaneously move toward the middle. The upper sliding table moves downward to the bottom
plate to contact the uppermost fiber storage container, and the locking device moves downward to the
upper side of the target fiber storage container and locks in the upper position of the target optical fiber
so that all the upper portions of the target optical fiber become a “harness”. The lower sliding table
moves upward to the bottom plate to contact the lowermost fiber storage container, and the locking
device moves upward to the lower side of the target optical fiber storage container and locks in the
lower position of the target optical fiber such that all of the optical fibers in the lower portion of the
target optical fiber become a “harness”.
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When the shedding is completed, the rapier robot performs the switching operation, the robot 
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Figure 7. Composition of the shedding mechanism.

Figure 8 shows the rectification process of the shedding mechanism for the shedding action.
The initial-state fiber storage containers are arranged in the middle position in order, and the upper
and lower sliding tables are located at both ends (Figure 8a). After the target fiber is determined,
the upper and lower sliding tables each move to the middle until they both contact the fiber storage
containers (Figure 8b). The upper and lower locking devices each move to the two sides of the target
optical fiber storage container for locking (Figure 8c). After locking, the upper and lower sliding tables
move to both sides to form the shed (Figure 8d).
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When the shedding is completed, the rapier robot performs the switching operation, the robot
is withdrawn after the target fiber is inserted into the target port, and the upper and lower sliding
tables simultaneously move to the middle from the shedding state (Figure 9a) to reset the fiber storage
containers (Figure 9b). The locking device unlocks (Figure 9c) and is moves to the initial state on both
sides (Figure 9d) to complete the entire switching process.
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Figure 9. Shedding mechanism: the close shed process. (a) The shedding state; (b) sliding tables move
to close shed; (c) locking devices unlock; (d) sliding tables and locking devices move to initial state.

4. Design of the Rapier Robot

Picking is the insertion of the weft yarn through the shed into the shed formed by the warp
shedding. The picking mechanism on the loom carries the weft thread from one side of the shed to the
other to complete weft insertion. We considered the target fiber to be a weft and the switching operation
to be similar to the picking process. The fiber is removed from the current port and subsequently
moved to the target port along a specific path (similar to the shed). The rapier loom uses a flexible or
rigid rapier as a weft insertion device to achieve insertion of the weft. The rapier head holds the filling
yarn and takes it through the shed. The earliest to appear is a single rapier loom, which is mounted on
one side of the loom with a long rapier that is wider than the width of the cloth and its transmission
mechanism, which carries the weft thread through the shed to the other side. Alternatively, the empty
rapier sticks into the opposite side of the shed to clamp the weft during the exit process, and the weft
is pulled into the shed to complete the weft insertion. Because the single rapier is wider than the cloth
width, the loom is larger and a double rapier loom is developed. The double flexible rapier loom
reduces the size of the loom.

On the AODF, the working space of the rapier robot should exceed the width of the “cloth”,
i.e., cover both ends of the adapter port side. At the same time, the dimensions must be as small as
possible while satisfying the aim of the work. It can be observed from Figure 10a that the timing belt
transmission fixed to plate B allows the object A fixed to the belt to move to the right at the same
speed (V1) as the belt. If the belt is fixed at the p-point position on plate C (Figure 10b), the timing
belt transmission on plate B continues to be driven at the same speed V1, and object A fixed to the belt
can obtain the same speed V1 to the right. Through motion analysis, plate B moves to the right at the
speed, V1/2. When plate B moves to the right by distance S1 with respect to plate C (Figure 10c), object
A also moves to the right by distance S1 with respect to plate B, and object A moves to the right by a
distance S2 = 2S1 with respect to plate C.
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In Figure 11, the 16 adapter ports are 300 mm wide. The rapier robot has a length of 200 mm and 
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This is also the reason why the position of the aforementioned fiber storage containers is set on the 
side of the adapter ports (Figure 5b). Figure 12 shows the states of full contraction and full extension 
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Figure 10. Rapier robot double-layer telescopic schematic. (a) Basic timing belt transmission structure;
(b) double-layer telescopic speed schematic; (c) double-layer telescopic displacement schematic. The
following parts are labeled: (V1) belt speed, (A) object A, (B) plate B, (C) plate C, (p) fixed point of the
belt, (S1) moving distance of plate B, and (S2) moving distance of object A.

As shown in Figure 10, object A is viewed as the end-gripping device for the cross-connect
operation, and the designed rapier robot is shown in Figure 11. The double-layer telescopic structure
can obtain nearly twice the working stroke of the body, which is located in the shed after shedding in a
random sequence. Plates C and B in Figure 10 correspond to the plates Base 1 and Base 2 in Figure 11,
respectively. Plate Base 1 is fixed on the distribution frame, and plate Base 2 linearly reciprocates on
plate Base 1 along the linear guide on plate Base 1. The actuator linearly reciprocates on plate Base 2
along the linear guide on plate Base 2, and the timing belt is fixed to the blue fixation device on the
right side of plate Base 1. When the motor on plate Base 2 drives the timing belt, plate Base 2 moves
while the movement of the actuator is driven.
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Figure 11. Three-dimensional model of the rapier robot.

In Figure 11, the 16 adapter ports are 300 mm wide. The rapier robot has a length of 200 mm and
can reach 340 mm through the double-layer telescopic device and cover the width of 16 adapter ports.
This is also the reason why the position of the aforementioned fiber storage containers is set on the
side of the adapter ports (Figure 5b). Figure 12 shows the states of full contraction and full extension
of the rapier robot.
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Figure 12. Working range diagram of the rapier robot. (a) Full contraction state; (b) full extension state.

In order to ensure the stability of the clamping, the clamping action of the clamping device is
designed to clamp in parallel, and the claw piece can be smoothly fitted with the type SC (Subscriber
Connector) connector. At the same time, the elongated structure also facilitates movement of the
clamping device between the compact adapter ports panel. Figure 13 shows the two states of loosening
and clamping of the clamping device that are suitable for the SC connector. The allowable insertion
force and allowable pull-out force of the SC are described in the Standards Publication [31], with a
maximum of 19.6 N. After testing, the clamping device we designed can provide a clamping friction of
more than 25 N for the SC connector.
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5. Cross-Connect Described by Petri Net

When the AODF receives the remote switching command, the shedding mechanisms perform the
shedding action to enlarge the distance between the fibers first, then the rapier robot does the picking
action to remove the fiber from current port and move it to the target port, the shedding mechanism
closes the shed, and finally returns the completion information. The AODF workflow can be seen in
Figure 14. In the system, the locking device and the rapier robot have multiple positions, so we chose
absolute encoders in the prototype to record the corresponding movement position. The rest of the
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movement has only two states, so each uses two sets of photoelectric switches as detection devices,
and the AODF uses an industrial personal computer as the controller of the prototype.
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Petri nets (PNs) have been widely applied, modelled, and evaluated in industrial systems.
Petri nets are simple, highly flexible, and effective tools for the modelling and analysis of discrete event
systems. This method can describe the structure of the system and simulate the operation of the system.
Regardless of whether it is complicated or not, it is executed by graphic or matrix representation.

A Petri net is composed of two types of nodes that represent conditions (or states) and transitions
that represent events, which are interconnected by directed arcs. Formally, a basic net is a graph
represented by the 4-tuple N = (P, T, F, M0), P ∪ T 6= ∅, P ∩ T = ∅, where P is a finite set of places, T is
a finite set of transitions, F

∪

(P × T) ∪ (T × P) is a finite set of arcs, sets of input and output places of a
transition are defined as •F ∪ F• = P ∪ T, and M0 is an initial marking of the net.

It can be observed from the above that the switching method for simulating the weft insertion of
the rapier loom undergoes a significant state change between steps, which can be viewed as discrete
events described by the basic PNs, as shown in Figure 15. The places are in state P0 before switching, in
state P1 during the shedding operation, in state P2 during the weft insertion operation, and in state P3
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during the closing shed (i.e., the state of completing the switching), and the transitions are performing
the shedding action t0, the weft insertion action t1, and the closing shed action t2.
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Figure 15. Petri net that describes the cross-connect process.

The Petri net in Figure 15 describes the entire process of switching, and each of these transitions
can be divided into subnets. As observed from the above information, the shedding, picking, and
closing shed can be described by one subnet. In Figure 15, t0 indicates the shedding action, t2 indicates
the closing action, and they are mutually reversible. The state of the action and the action performed
are shown in Table 1, the Petri net of the shedding process is shown in Figure 16a, and the Petri net of
closing the shed is shown in Figure 16b.

Table 1. Table of places and transitions in the shedding process and closing the shed.

Pl
ac

es

P00 The position of sliding table before the shedding operation
P01 The sliding table is in contact with the fiber storage containers
P02 The locking device reaches the locking position
P03 The locking device completes locking
P04 The sliding table completes the shedding process

Tr
an

si
ti

on
s

t00 The sliding table moves
t01 The locking device moves
t02 The locking device performs the locking operation
t03 The sliding table moves in the shedding direction
t20 The sliding table moves to the middle
t21 The locking device performs the unlocking operation
t22 The locking device moves
t23 The sliding table moves
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Figure 16. The Petri nets of the shedding process and closing the shed when the locking device and the
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The shedding, picking, and closing shed in the loom are cyclical processes. During switching, the
cycle action of the weft insertion process is different. The closing shed, after the completion of the weft
insertion, is not completely a mirror image of the shedding process because when the shed is closed,
the locking device locks the fiber storage container and is integrated with the sliding table, whereas in
the shedding process, these are independent movements. The Petri net of the shed closing process
is shown in Figure 16b, in which the places are the same with the shedding action, but through the
opposite transitions. The transitions are such that the sliding table moves to the reset position t20, the
locking device performs the unlocking operation t21, the locking device moves the initial state t22, and
the shedding device moves the initial state t23.

The upper and lower shedding mechanisms can move at the same time or at different times. In the
1–n fibers, when the target fiber is 1(n), only the lower side (upper side) of the shedding mechanism is
required to complete the shedding operation.

As shown in Figure 7, the locking device can move on the sliding table, move along with the
sliding table, or move independently. The Petri net in Figure 16a shows that the locking device moves
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along with the sliding table first, then moves independently to the target position. After the locking
device is unlocked, the Petri net in Figure 16b shows it first moves to the initial position on the sliding
table and then moves along with the sliding table.

If the locking device moves independently to the initial (target) position on the sliding table
while the sliding table is moving, the Petri nets indicating the shedding and the closing are shown
in Figure 17a,b, respectively. The sliding table and the locking device move simultaneously, so their
initial state is considered separately. In the shedding process, the places are state P000 of the sliding
table before the shedding operation and state P001 of the locking device before the shedding operation.
In the process of closing the shed, the locking device locks the fiber storage containers and is integrated
with the sliding table first, then they can move separately after unlocking; the places are state P020 of
the sliding table after unlocking and state P021 of the locking device after unlocking.
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t12 Clamping device clamps 
t13 Clamping device moves 

Figure 17. The Petri nets of the shedding process and closing the shed when the locking device and the
sliding table move simultaneously. (a) The net of transitions t0; (b) the net of transitions t2.

In Figure 15, transition t1 indicates the shedding action. The process of performing the weft
insertion using the rapier robot can be disassembled into multiple steps. The state of the action and
the action performed are shown in Table 2. The Petri net description of the entire process is shown in
Figure 18. The process of weft insertion can be treated as a cyclical action process of the rapier robot
starting from the initial state and finally returning to the initial state.

Table 2. Table of places and transitions (Tr) in the picking process.

Pl
ac

es

P10 The rapier robot on the initial position
P11 Rapier robot arrives the target fiber position
P12 Clamping device arrives target fiber
P13 Clamping device clamps the target fiber
P14 Clamping device pulls out the target fiber
P15 Rapier robot moves to the target port
P16 Clamping device inserts the target fiber
P17 Clamping device releases the target fiber
P18 Clamping device back to the initial position

Tr
an

si
ti

on
s

t10 Rapier robot moves
t11 Clamping device moves
t12 Clamping device clamps
t13 Clamping device moves
t14 Rapier robot moves
t15 Clamping device moves
t16 Clamping device release
t17 Clamping device moves
t18 Rapier robot moves
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tests were performed on the model. Figure 20 shows a random sequence of fiber 06 switching from 
port 03 to port 15, and the fibers on the left to right port are 07, 15, 06, 02, 11, 05, 12, 04, 14, 13, 03, 01, 
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Figure 18. Petri net of the picking process.

The Petri nets are used to represent the entire cross-connect process, and the process is decomposed
into subnets for representation, making the design of the control system clearer and easier.

6. Prototype Design and Experiment

The rapier robot moves in the plane of the adapter ports, enabling the connector to be unplugged
or plugged in and to stabilize gripping of the connector while it moves in the shed. By combining
the adapter port panel, the shedding mechanism, the input and output, the corresponding controller,
and the frame, an AODF prototype was constructed that imitates the picking of the rapier loom. The
three-dimensional model is shown in Figure 19. The outer dimensions of the prototype are 42 cm long
by 27 cm wide by 31 cm tall.
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Figure 19. Drawing of the AODF prototype.

Using SC simplex adapters can achieve the same insertion loss and the same return loss as the
standard patch panel. There is enough space in the model to set up the fiber end face cleaning device,
and it was necessary to clean the end face during reconfiguration to produce low-loss connections.

In the demonstration system, the input terminals are SC simplex adapters and a bend-insensitive
single-mode fiber [32]. We created an experimental model of the prototype and a series of switching
tests were performed on the model. Figure 20 shows a random sequence of fiber 06 switching from
port 03 to port 15, and the fibers on the left to right port are 07, 15, 06, 02, 11, 05, 12, 04, 14, 13, 03,
01, 09, 10, 00, and 08, where 00 is the target port of the switching and no fiber is inserted. When
the AODF receives the cross-connect command, the shedding mechanism first performs a shedding
operation according to the command such that the gap on both sides of the target fiber is sufficient for
the rapier robot to enter. The rapier robot extends from the shed to the current position of the target
fiber, removes the fiber and moves to the target port, inserts the fiber into the target port, and exits the
shed. The shedding mechanism closes the shed inward to complete the switching operation.

According to the higher always on top method described by Yang et al. [28], fibers 01–05 are
above fiber 06, and fibers 07–15 are below fiber 06. During the switching process, fiber 06 passes below
fibers 01–05 and crosses over fibers 08–14. Every time the robot crosses over the fiber, two handover
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actions are required with the commutation device. The entire process requires seven times handover
actions. In the experiment with the prototype based on the higher always on top method, the handover
actions occupy most of the switching process time. Assuming that the robot has the same speed on the
AODF, its motion time is Tr, whereas a typical shedding time is about 12 seconds, and the time for a
handover action in the previous higher always on top method prototype is about 10 seconds. The total
time of the higher always on top method is TH = Tr + 7 × 10 s, whereas the time for the shedding and
picking method is TS = Tr + 12 s.
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Figure 20. Cross-connect process of a random sequence.

According to the switching test on the experimental model prototype, the cross-connect method
proposed in this paper can realize rapid switching, but the smaller capacity of the prototype is a
weakness. As observed from Figure 6, the factors that restrict the capacity of the AODF are primarily
the size of the rapier robot and the size of the fiber storage container. If the size of the rapier robot is
reduced and the required shedding distance in the Z-direction is reduced, i.e., the height of the shed
is reduced, thereby reducing the height of the AODF, the reduction in the size of the fiber storage
container directly reduces the height of the AODF.

To reduce the outer dimensions of the device, we configured a second layer port on the adapter
port side of the model prototype aligned with the gap between the first layer ports, with 16 ports
on the first layer and 15 on the second layer. A random shedding simulation was performed on the
two-layer model, as shown in Figure 21. The shed size satisfies the existing rapier robot for weft
insertion. However, to operate the upper and lower connectors, in addition to the current degrees of
freedom in the X- and Y-directions, it was necessary to design a Z-direction freedom.
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Figure 21. Double-port shed diagram.

Referring to the gap configuration of the adapter ports, the gap of the fiber storage containers can
be configured to increase the density of the fiber when the size of the fiber storage container is fixed. In
the three-dimensional model of Figure 19, the gap configuration of two sets of fiber storage containers
was tested, as shown in Figure 22. The two circles in the figure represent two sets of fiber storage
containers, indicated by the solid and dashed lines of the fibers that denote the possible connection of
the fiber status. It can be observed from Figure 22 that the double column design of the fiber storage
containers is feasible. The configuration of the double column and the double layer of the gap still
satisfy the spatial relationship of noncoplanar lines of the 1-D to 1-D form, and the capacity is doubled
while the overall size is generally the same. Similarly, in the case of a single-layer adapter ports, the
double column design of the fiber storage containers can also reduce the outer dimensions.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a cross-connect method that imitates the weft insertion of the rapier
loom, and we designed the corresponding shedding mechanism and the rapier and produced a model
prototype. PNs were used to analyze the entire switching process, clarifying the switching process.
An experiment on the prototype was conducted to verify the cross-connect method, which greatly
improved the switching speed. Compared with the higher always on top method, the switching time
of this method was faster. In this method, the adapter port panel can be set to many layers, but the
“noncoplanar lines” condition must be satisfied. The system is small and can be easily assembled into
the existing communication cabinet. The structure is simple, the motors used are relatively small, and
the power consumption of the whole machine is also low. Future research is planned to optimize this
approach and the corresponding mechanisms.
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